
User Guide

Orbit
Bluetooth® Portable Stereo Speaker



The Orbit is an universal portable wireless stereo speaker. Its uniquely shaped round 
design and multi- colored collection offers more than just a fashion and portability, 
but outstanding audio performance.  It has a universal 3.5 mm audio jack and 
Bluetooth® connection that can play your tunes from any audio source, such as 
Tablet or a smartphone. Thanks to its rechargeable internal battery, you can take 
Orbit literally everywhere - in or outdoors and use all of its special functions. Orbit 
will definitely overpass your expectations.

Bluetooth®:           Version 4.0
Input power:           5V, 1A
Output power:        2W x 2
Impedance:             3 Ohms
Speaker frequency:  200Hz - 18KHz
Signal-to-noise ratio:  65dB
Charging time:         3.5-4 hours 
Playing time:             3 hours
Battery Capacity:      Li-ion 900 mAh, 3.7V
Operating distance:  10 meters

• Compatible with a wide range of smartphones, music players, laptops, tablets,
• Enhanced in-built amplifier 
• Ideal for watching movies or listening to music on smartphones and tablets
• Rechargeable built-in battery and Bluetooth® stereo support
• 3.5mm Stereo Audio Line-in 
• Last paired device memory
• Micro-USB charging port
• Secure rubber grip for standing

Introduction

Specification:

Features:
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1: Volume up: Short Press to increase volume
2: Volume down: Short Press to decrease volume
3: Play: Short Press – Play/Pause; Long press: Bluetooth® pairing
4: Audio mode LED indicator:
 Default: blinks in blue while looking for connection
 Bluetooth® pairing: red/blue flash alternately
 Bluetooth® connected: solid blue
 AUX-in mode: solid red
5. Stereo connection LED
 Second Orbit is connecting: Green/Blue flash alternately
 Second Orbit connected: Solid green light

Getting Started

Orbit
Micro-USB charging cable
3.5 mm Audio Cable
User Guide
Warranty Card

Packing Contents:
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6. Charge Indicator
 Charging: solid red
 Fully charged: solid green
7. Micro-USB Charging Port
8. Aux-in Jack
9. Power on/off
10. Stereo Button: Long press to pair a second Orbit.

Operation Instructions:
To switch the Orbit ON, toggle the Power Button on bottom of the speaker.

Pairing Orbit 
Long press the “Play/Pause” button to connect Orbit to your Bluetooth® 
enabled smartphone/tablet/MID/MP3, etc. The speaker will then enter pairing 
mode: you will hear an indicating sound and the Bluetooth®/AUX LED will start 
blinking in red/blue alternatively.
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Please note:
The Orbit, which is paired with your Bluetooth® enabled device, is the main 
speaker and works in the so-called “L” channel, the second Orbit is the external 
speaker and works on the “R” channel.
 
While the two Orbits are operating, you can switch off the satellite speaker and 
the main speaker will continue operating.

When you power off the main speaker, satellite speaker will stop playing as 
well, if so, please power off satellite speaker to save battery.

To adjust the volume, simply press one of the speakers vol-/+ button.
 
The wireless operating distance is 10 meters.

Pairing two pieces of Orbit
Turn on both speakers and long press the “STEREO” button of each speaker. 
The "STEREO" and "Bluetooth/AUX" LED will start flashing in green/blue while 
the speakers are pairing. When successful connection is established, the 
“STEREO” LED turns to solid green. The first time you connect to another Orbit, 
the pairing may require a minute or two. Pairing with the same device in future 
will happen within seconds.
After the two Orbits are connected, long press the “Play/Pause” button on one 
of the speakers and then follow the instructions above (Pairing Orbit to your 
Device).

If dropout occurs frequently, power off the speakers and redo the pairing.

Enable the Bluetooth® on your device and browse for devices. When Orbit 
appears on your screen, select it. Wait for a few seconds; the speaker will then 
emit an indication sound and the Bluetooth®/ AUX LED will turn to solid blue. 
Your device is now paired to Orbit and you can enjoy your favourite music.
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AUX-in Mode Play
Use a 3.5mm cable to connect your Orbit to any device which has a 3.5 mm 
Audio jack. Simply plug in one of the ends in your Orbit and the other one into 
the audio jack of your device. The AUX LED will then turn to solid red and Orbit 
is ready to use.
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Always charge with provided original Micro-USB charger.
Please do not attempt to disassemble this product, it is possible to result in 
short-circuit or even damage.
The product should be kept in dry and ventilated environment, please avoid high 
humidity and high temperature.
Please do not use organic solvent to clean product surface.
Please keep the product away from little children.
Please do not drop, knock or shake the Orbit.
Rough handling can break internal circuit boards and mechanics.
Batteries should not be exposed to excessive heat or direct sunlight.
Keep the surface clean.

Product Safety and usage Warnings




